Study Abroad in PARIS (for 3 weeks)
Paris: City of Cultures, June 2016

Are you ready to earn **6 units** with Paris neighborhoods as your classroom?

**Students are accepted on a rolling basis so apply early!**

Faculty Led Program (FLP) with two classes over 3 weeks from June 6 - 25, 2016

**RECL 111:** Leisure, Culture, and Identity.
Learn about the fascinating, diverse communities in Paris while gaining insight into your own identity.  
**SJSU Studies G.E. - Area S** course, 3 units.  

**GLST 188:** France: History, Government, & Immigration.
Learn about France, the global community, and how to be a safe, independent world traveler.  
**SJSU Studies G.E. - Area V** course, 3 units.  
Taught by **David Buseck.**

**Next Steps**

- Get more information:  
- **Come to an Info Session in Clark Hall:**
  - Mon, Oct 19, 8-8:55 am. Clark 100H.
  - Thu, Oct 29, 4:30-5:25 pm. Clark 100F.
  - Fri, Nov 20, 4:00-4:55 pm. Clark 100F.
- Follow the FLP guidelines to apply:  
- Request an interview with Linda Levine.

**Prerequisites**

- Upper division standing (60 units).
- Passed the WST.
- Age 21 or older preferred.
- Speaking French not required.

**Dates**

- Four mandatory classes at SJSU on Sundays: March 20, April 10, 17, and May 1 from 1–4:30 pm.
- Paris dates are June 6 to 25, inclusive.
- Consider independent travel in Europe before or after.

**Your Interview**

This is a competitive process with an interview as an integral part of the selection.

- Bring a copy of your application to your interview appointment.
- We seek committed students who will
  - take on this experience enthusiastically
  - work hard academically as well as socially
  - commit to the group process
  - remain flexible for the challenges of international travel
  - be open to learning about yourself as well as other cultures.
  - walk miles with a smile through our classroom called Paris

**Our prior FLP Students said:**

**The classes are better than any tour guide in Paris.** —JJ.

I made some really amazing friends, discovered a new way to learn, had many adventures, and gained a new perspective on American and foreign cultures.  
—Whitney.

**This was one of my best life experiences and I recommend it to everyone.** —Kayla.

**More Information and an Interview**

Contact Linda “Rainbow” Levine at [Linda.Levine@sjsu.edu](mailto:Linda.Levine@sjsu.edu).